
CHAPTER II:

THE EARLIEST INHABITANTS OF EUBOIA AND THE HISTORY OF THE

ISLAND IN THE NEOLITHIC AND BRONZE AGES (LN TO LH IIIC)

The origins of the Euboieis, as of all ancient Greek peoples, must be sought

in myths and traditions going back into the mists of prehistory, as well as in the

reports of archaeologists, scientists, epigraphists, linguists and sociologists. Ancient

writers preserve, scattered throughout their works, vague and disjointed details which

seldom form a coherent account with an Euboian focus. Thus they were largely

neglected by the scholars of the nineteenth century, that great age of encyclopedic

collection and collation of ancient historical and mythological data,' since, until quite

late in the present century, Euboia was peripheral to their main concern, which was

Athenian and, to a lesser extent, Spartan history and culture. When they did notice

Euboia, it was generally because some particular detail had relevance to this interest

in the great cities of the fifth century. So we must search hard for the information that

we require to attempt to reconstruct the prehistory (or even, for that matter, the later

history) of the peoples of Euboia. Work by archaeologists and epigraphists in Euboia

during the last half century has added much to that knowledge of the earliest times

provided by the sparse literary record. Several sites have yielded artefacts and pottery

(though few architectural remains) attesting "Mycenaean" and even earlier

settlements, going back to the end of the Neolithic Age, especially in the Eretrias

itself,' since it is there in fact that the most thorough investigation of any Neolithic

site on the island was undertaken by Adamantios Sampson in the Skoteini Cave near

1 For some scholars who concerned themselves with Euboian affairs: I n. 1 (Appendix 2).
2 Data from Jacobsen 1964 (Intro./2) 84ff : Lefkandi [EH*LH+]; Eretria (Acropolis) [a few
Mycenaean sherds]; Eretria (Temple of Apollon Daphnephoros) [EH; PG sherds]; Eretria (Pezonisi)
[EH]; KotrOni (3 km east of Eretria) [LN]; Eretria (Magoula) [EH and MH certainly; perhaps LN and
LH, G and classical sherds; a significant site, proposed for the Amarysion]; Amarynthos (PaleokhOra
/Palaioekklisies) Neolithic * LH+; a very important site, but cf. D. Knoepfler, 'Sur les traces de
l'Artemision pres de l'Eretrie, CR.A.I. 1988, 382ff; E. Sapouna-Sakellaraki, 'Un depot de temple et le
sanctuaire d'Artemis en Eubee', Kernos 5, 1992, 235ff. (map/plates) for recent theories concerning the
location of the Amarysion]; Aliveri (Mesonisi) [EH; large quantities of obsidian]; Aliveri (Livadhi) [a
chamber-tomb possibly Mycenaean]; KaravOs (Myldki) [Neolithic, EH]; KaravOs (Magoula) [Obsidian,
EH * MH]; VeloUsia [Mycenaean tholos tomb (early)]; Katakloii [Tholos tomb (later), LH III sherds];
Kri,seza [Obsidian - N - EH?]; Dystos (Acropolis) [Neolithic; no EH or MH; plentiful LH+]; Dystos
(Koskina) [EH?]; LamboUsa (Magoula) [LN or EH]; AvIondri (Palaiokastritsa) [EH I?, MH then G+];
Mourteri [EH]; Oxylithos (Muni Mantzdri) [Tholos tomb? LH III pots?]; Oxylithos (Evrema)
[Mycenaean tholos tomb (lost) possibly LH IIIA/B]; Oxylithos (Paralia) [lost tholos tomb; LH II/early
III bronze dagger]; Oxylithos (Palaiokastro) [EH LH]; Andronidni [LH artefacts from shaft and
chamber tombs]; Kimi (Kastri Potamias) [copper ingots dated c.1500; LN to Hellenistic settlement]; (is
this the "lost" archaic town of Kyme? [KW]: A. Sampson, 60)1x?) K4E-A Athenai, 1981(A) with Eng.
summary). For a full report on Early and Middle Bronze Age settlement at Kaloyerovrisi on the borders
of the Eretrids and the territory of Khalkis: idem. KaAorevofiefun Tvac oixmytec Trio Ilethtttrig xai
Mthr XailxovaTicrR arcz fl Isla Tfg Elf3tiaR, Athenai, 1993. Generally: L. H. Sackett et al.
'Prehistoric Euboea: Contributions towards a Survey', B.S.A. 61, 1966, 33ff; D. Leekley/N. Efstratiou,
Archaeological Excavations in Central and Northern Greece, Park Ridge N.J., 1980, 57ff (Euboia); R.
Hope-Simpson, Mycenaean Greece, Park Ridge N.J., 1981, 51ff; map B, (42).
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Tharrounia, inland from Eretria. 3 Toponyms, both in Euboia and in other parts of

Greece, throw some light on movements of prehistoric peoples who migrated via

Euboia. Names survive of several ethnic groups who passed through Euboia leaving

settlers behind them, who established their own place-names and cults in the areas

that they occupied. 4 These can mostly be shown to have been "historical", that is,

they actually existed as separate peoples who lived in Euboia at various periods of its

history, although the Kouretes are probably mythical. 5 Inscriptions from the Eretrids

give us some 50+ deme-names, often indicating cult and ethnic associations. There is

also the significant hymn to the Idaioi Daktyloi, found in the temple of Apollon

Daphnephoros in the city. 6 We need to establish whence, and in what sequence, these

peoples reached the Eretrids itself and settled there.?

THE MYTHOLOGICAL AND QUASI-MYTHOLOGICAL INHABITANTS:

1. The Kouretes and associated beings: The Kouretes are, according to the

literary tradition, the earliest people who lived in Euboia. The ancients believed that

they were either the aboriginal inhabitants of the island, or of Aitolia on the west

coast of mainland Greece; 8 the tradition is in fact quite confused. They are also found

3 Infra 31f. The comprehensive account of Euboian sites known to 1964 is by Jacobsen (intro./2) ch. 3,
141ff with maps.
4 Abantis/Abantiás (Strabon, 10, 1, 3 C445; Dionys. Orhis descr. 520; Eustath.; ad Horn. 'II.' pert.
536 - 541; Hesiod., 3; Steph. Byz. s.v. Kallim. Hymn. IV, 20; schol.; Menaikhmos ap. Plin.
H.N. 4, 64; Prisc., Perieg. 544 [Geog. gr. min. II, 195]; Nikephoros [Geog. gr. min. II, 462]; Suidas
s.v. 'Afictv-ric); Makris ( Strabon, 10, 1, 2 C444; 10, 1, 3 0445; Plin. H.N. 4, 64; Aristeides 26M;
Dionys. Perieg. 520; Kallim. Hymn III, 188; IV, 20; schol.; Skymnos, 568; Eustath. on Dion. Perieg.
517; 520; Prisc. 514; Nikephoros, [Geog. gr. min. II, 462]; schol. Aristoph. Neph, 212; schol. Horn. II.
2, 535; schol. Ap. Rh. 2, 392; 4, 1175; Agathemeros, 5, 25 [Geog gr. min. II, 486]; E.M. 389, 2),
Ellopia (Strabon, 10, 1, 3 C445; Euphorion, P. Oxy. 2528); Okhe (Strabon, 10, 1, 3 C445); Khalkis
(Kallidemos ap. Plin. H.N. 4, 64); Khalkodontis (Plin. H.N. 4, 64); Asopis (Plin. H.N. 4, 64; Skymnos,
569). And, of course, Euboia. Mythology of the nymph Euboia: Eustath. ad Hom. pert. II, 535,
schol.; cf. Strabon 10, I, 3 C445; Plin. H.N. 4, 64; Skymn. 569ff; Hesykh. s.v. TuraviNt. Only Euboia,
Makris/Makra and Abantis/Abantids (and perhaps Ellopia) are likely ever to have applied to the whole
island. Though Homeros calls the island "Euboia", he calls the inhabitants "Abantes". Wallace 1936A
(Intro./1) 3 - 4: the variety of names reflects the political separateness of the island's regions and
difficulties of communication. Abantis persisted perhaps because the area traditionally associated with
the Abantes in later times included the two principal cities of Eretria and Khalkis. Abantis also the name
of an area in Epeiros (Paus. 5, 22, 4). Makris (the "Long One") an obvious name for this island; V 142,
n. 73.
5 Geyer 1903 (Intro./3) 37.
6 1G XII 9, 259.
7 Appendix 3: Chronological table 1.
8 Strabon, 10, 3, 1 C462: TCYOC 	 Koivirra; 'raw	 'Axa.ovam, TCOV 	 TrQoovcilOvuov, wa
tthv 1tr y i x Kefirn; ithv 	 yi:voc avat wotothmov ... (As for the Kouretes, some assign
them to the Akarnanes, others to the Aitoloi; and some assert that the tribe originated in Krete, but
others in Euboia . . .); 10, 3. 3 C464: Tofrto 	 mil, TO	 ime:nyout io Trao('I To"; - 1-14Loic,, b yile
Aira.ok6; grnoi, xTipaTo KoveiTrtv 	 Jtokka xattthv (And this is made clear also by the
inscription at Elis (among the Eleioi), for Aitolos, it says, "through many deeds with the spear took
Kouretis); 10, 3, 6 C465: . . Tr1v xthouv, 	 xaXarcti, Km/of-Try.; ci.)xorv, i-k0Ovru; 6'

[tETOL 	 tokouc COI-lotkov VACTr1v 'Axaevavixtv (the Kouretes were living in the
country that is now called Aitolia, and that the Aitolians came with Aitolos and drove them into
Akarnania); 10, 3, 6 0465; xoci, ... 	 Tin/ Iaztv.ovictv ir:d) Kane/taw 	 xai, Kaye/Ivy
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in Krete as mythical priests and worshippers of Zeus who, as a boy-child (kouros),
had been entrusted to their care by Mother Rhea, and it is with Zeus that the

Kouretes, in their kourotrophic guise, are usually associated. Indeed, Zeus himself is

sometimes called Wyto-roc Koileog (the Greatest Youth) and there is a dedication to

him as Meyurro; from the acropolis of Eretria, as well as two from the south-eastern

deme of Styra as Mcyuncic;9 one of the Eretrian tribal names was Mekis(s)tis which

may ultimately derive from gytoTraig. 10 The cult of Zeus was, apparently, especially

important in the area of the Eretrids bordering on the Karystia, at Tamynai and Styra,

and it is encountered elsewhere in Euboia, notably at Histiaia." The deity later

known as Zeus Tamynaios 12 is likely to have a prehistoric past. The antiquity of the

cult is supposed from the prominence of the worship of Zeus in this area, which is

.742onciyoempt;.vriv (and . . that when Pleuronia was inhabited by the Kouretes and was called
Xouretis); 'Ae*taxoc O . 6 Eilioici),; girt Toiric Kouefrritc i7v Xabsibt. otivouxflout,,oirvexeoc o 7tivi,
Arkivrou azhiAnI 70A,EitONTC/C,. . . . u.eroixfinai tic Tip; AirriokUtv, ... (Arkhemakhos the Euboieus
says that the Kouretes lived in Khalkis, fighting continuously over the Lelantine Plain . . . and they
(later) migrated to Aitolia) and drove out the Akarnanes whom they so called Nix TO i'x.xoivorc,
irakTat,v Vs1; xapotVic 	 X(I.A.00IL (because they did not shave their hair). Infra 25, n. 19; 27
n. 35; 30. Cf. S. Bommelje, 'Aeolis in Aetolia: Thuc. III, 102.5 and the Origins of the Aetolian
"Ethnos"', Historia 37, 1988, 300: "it seems certain that all later accounts of Curetes as the original
inhabitants of Aetolia (and of Pleuron in particular) are based exclusively on the Meleager sequence in
the Iliad.", with a bibliography: his n. 9.
9 IG XII 9, 263 (from a shrine of the Eretrian phyle Mekis(s)tis?). IG XII 9, 58; 59 (Styra).
10 IG XII Suppl. 549. For the eponym Mekisteus, there are three known possibilities: (1) the son of
Talaos and Lysimakhe, daughter of Abas, the eponym of Abai in Phokis (whence the Abantes), the
brother of Adrastos (Stemma II), who fought as one of the Seven at Thebai; (2) less likely, the son of
Lykaion; (3) it was a by-name of Herakles in Elis: Tzetzes/Lykophron, Alex. 651; Strabon, 8, 3, 21
C348; infra 51; but, was it the name of (4) an otherwise unknown Eretrian figure? For the development
from MuyulTuic: s.v. ttptAtITOC, (11.(iXIOTOC Doric) "greatest"; "longest". There was a Mt Makistos
(Mekistos) somewhere in Euboia: J. H. Quincey, 'The Beacon-sites in the Agamemnon', J.H.S. 83,
1963, 125f. has interesting material (weakened by his ignorance of MrixioTi; as a phyle-name at
Eretria). For him, Dirphys was Makistos (but in fact he identifies it with Pelion!). He refers to only part
of the mythology of Makistos; W. M. Calder, 'The Geography of the Beacon Passage in the

"Agamemnon", C.R. 36, 1922, 157 associates the name with the 'highest' mountain (Dirphys). J. D.
Denniston/D. Page, Agamemnon, Oxford, 1957, 94f : 'the scholia's Zieoc Eillioinc may be a mere
inference from in"' If so (!?KW) it was not a necessary inference, for 292f. may mean "it
signals from afar to the watchers of Messapium."' A. J. Beattie, 'Aeschylus "Agamemnon" 281 - 316',
C.I?. n.s. 4 (68), 1954, 78 considers Dirphys/Olympos to be one mountain; Makistos = Olympos, i.e.
within Eretrids.
11 , The Eretrian deme Histaieis was in this area also: infra 35. A. Altherr-Charon/F. Lasserre, 'Heracles
a Eretrie, une nouvelle inscription agonistique', Etudes de Lettres, Lausanne, Serie IV, 4, 1981, 25ff.,
no. 2: an agonistic epigram (c.550/530) from Eretria; W. Luppe, 'Zum neuen agonistischen Epigramm
aus Eretria', Z.P.E. 49, 1982, 22 who criticises the metre of their supplements, and attributes the
dedication to Zeus. Hesykh. s.v. Ztic tv Eifioict. I. C. Ringwood, 'Local Festivals of Euboea chiefly
from Inscriptional Evidence', A..I.A. 33, 1929, 386, n. 1. Schol. Pind. 01. 1, 11 refers to the 'Basileia'
festival of Zeus Basileios in Euboia and Aiskhylos' Glaukios Pontios (ap. Strabon X, 1, 9 0447)
mentions Zeus Kenaios.
12 Tamynai is probably a pre-Hellenic name. I deliberately emphasise pre-Hellenic [and not pre-Indo-
European] because I believe that, while the suffixes are probably Indo-European [but not Greek], the
stems of at least some are pre-Indo-European [cf my comments on Grynkhai in Appendix 9]). For Zeus
Tamynaios: Steph. Byz. s.v. Tiiityvit (sic): Taft1W0t., nag.; 'EQrreikt; . . . ofrtw  i Zutic (L13Tfl,

T4tiltat, cf. Meineke's commentary. There was also (later?) a cult of Apollon at Tamynai: IG XII 9, 90 -
95a. There was possibly a cult of Zeus Olbios in the deme Dismarothen (near Styra [Wallace 1947

1/53 ) 131]): Arch. Rev. 1978/9, 9 and Zeus was worshipped as Soter at Karystos (cf. A. Wilhelm,
A.E. 1912, 236ff.
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one that seems to have escaped significant cultural modification by later invaders,

and retained its essentially Dryopian character for Thoukydides to note in the fifth

century." At Amarynthos, not all that far away, the goddess Artemis Amarysia had a

shadowy male consort who may have been, indeed probably was, such a kouros-deity.

His epithet was in all likelihood Amarynthos, and his nature and functions are

perhaps paralleled by the Dryopian weather/season god, Zeus Aristaios, on Keos.

This deity was likewise associated with a dominant goddess, here called Ariste, from

whom he too derived his name. fa To save the kouros-god from his cannabalistic

father Kronos. tradition says that the Kouretes clashed their swords on their shields

while performing a protecti‘e ritual dance around the child. This was later believed

to have been the origin of the Py rrhic dance, often performed during initiation rituals

13 On the Dryopes in S E Luhoia. infra 32 - 35; Thouk. 4, 61 and 7, 57; and Hdt. 1, 61, 8 (infra n. 83).
14 The name Amarysia is the adjectke from Amarynthos: .Apuerv0-1,0. > -Navvy() - ig (by assibilation
of 0 before Ill) (loss of v before o with compensatory lengthening of preceding vowel).
Amarynthos/Aristaios as consort of Artemis Amarysia: Walker 1995 (II/13). Appendix 5. I?.E. s.v.
Keos (BUrchner citing Boeckh I kiertic Stilt-Oen, 349] and Pridik, non vidi). It is not unlikely that Zeus
in the Eretrias and Karystia iiN anciently called Amarynthos or Aristaios. I. N. Psyllas, e lan. is rijc
Nipoir (i.7() Ttiiv vnir(t►v XeRivifiv aiiv Athenai(?), 1920/1992, 13ff.
Schol. Ap. Rh. 2, 527: the poet Bakkhylides (of Dryopian Keos) made Aristaios son of Karystos; the
ruins of his shrine have apparentl y been identified at Avios Elias on Keos. On the association of Zeus
and Ariste (as an epithet of Artemis) and the epithet Aristaios: Paus. 1, 29, 2; Kallim. fr. 75 (Loeb ed. p.
57 and nn.). Cf. also Roscher Lexikon s.v. Zeus (Beinamen): Aristaios, coll. 603 - 604, and
Aphrodisios, col. 607: Zeus Aphrodisios on Paros (consecration inscription) and Hermes/Artemis
Eukleios (-e): 1G X115, 220. Aristaios was also associated with Kyrene in Libya (V, 147ff. for Euboians
in Africa); I presently believe that the Eretrian deme, abbreviated in the inscriptions to (-me Ku). and

Ku., is named from this mythological figure. This deme has been located by Wallace in the east of
the Eretrids in District IV, in the general area where the evidence for Zeus-worship appears strongest.
Later, Aristaios was associated especially with honey gathering, perhaps reflecting his origin in a
hunting/gathering society. This is interesting, since originally Artemis was a bee-goddess in various
parts of the Greek world; we think first of the bee-symbol on the coins of Ephesos, but Porphyrios, de
ant. Nym. 18 wrote: ". . . (the ancients) called the moon (Artemis), whose province it was to bring to
the birth, Melissa, because the moon being a bull and its ascension the bull, bees are begotten of bulls.
And souls that pass to the earth are hull-begotten." Antigonos of Karystos in his His!. paradox. .synag.
19 says: "In Egypt if you bury the ox in certain places, so that only its horns protrude above the ground,
and then saw them off, they say that bees fly out . . ." Marija Gimbutas, The Goddesses and Gods of
Old Europe; Myths and Cult Images, London, 1982f1 discusses this manifestation of Artemis. At
Ephesos, her priestesses were called Itato001, (bees): Pind. Pyth. 4, 60 and Schol. ad loc., and her
priests i:goilycc.„ (drones): Paus. 8, 13, 1; S.I.G. 352.6 (4th century). This latter term was applied to Zeus
himself: Kallim. Eis Dia, 65: ai ots Ochry ioaftva Jra,ot. Okictv . . Gimbutas equates Artemis/Melissa
with the Potnia Theron, especially with the famous representation on the Boiotian amphora (c.700),
with its insect-faced goddess, her fish-body, surrounded by birds, a bull-head, whirling swastikas and
howling dogs. "The epiphany of the goddess is inseparable from the noise of howling and clashing, and
the whirling dances of the Kuretes, the male devotees of the goddess, dance vigourously, rattling their
arms.": Gimbutas (supra) 183. cf. Kallim. Lis Dia, 51ff Here too appears the bee. Virgil. Georg. 4, 62 -
66: "huc to iussos adsperge sapores, 1 trita melisphylla et cerinthae ignobile gramen, 1 tinnitusque cie et
Matris quate cymbala circum: 1 ipsae consident medicatis sedibus, ipsae intima more suo sese in
cunabula condent." ([To gather the bees] Here scatter the scents I prescribe: bruised balm, and common
honeywort (kerinthos!); raise a tinkling sound and shake the Great Mother's cymbals round about. Of
themselves they will settle on the scented resting places; of themselves they will, after their wont, hide
far within their cradling cells") et passim.. Ovid. Emil, 1, 363 also links Aristaios and bees, and refers to
his mother, Kyrene. On the Kouretes and AristaiosiZeus, and bees: cf. also Virgil. Georg. 4, 149 - 152.
A figure identified as Aristaios appears on an Eretrian bf. amphora (Eretria Museum) dated c.560: P.
Auberson and K. Schefold, Fiihrer Arch Eretria, Bern, 1972, 1621; L. Marangou, 'Aristaios', M.D.A.I.
(A) 87, 1972. 82, n. 38. For Aristaios generally: L.I.M.C. II/1, 603 - 607.
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for males, and which was the major

visible ritual in the great Artemiria

festival at Eretria. 1 5 As guardians

/rearers of the child-god Zeus they were

called both Kourotrophoi and also

Phylakes (Guardians), 16 and it is,

a b perhaps, significant that an as yet

unlocated place, mentioned in an

Eretrian inscription setting out the

organisational procedure for this

Artemiria festival, and which was responsible for its staging, is called "Phylake".17

This role provided one of the ancient aetiological explanations of their name.

Another was derived from the practice of the warlike Kouretes of shaving

the front of their heads, called the kouru (xoiv't - cropping of the hair). This was

supposed to have been done so that their enemies could not grasp the hair and pull

their head forward, thus unbalancing them, exposing their necks to the sword. Over

i5 "Artemiria": the "Artemisia" modified through rhotacism. Indeed, in a later Eretrian (Hellenistic)
inscription, IGi,Ntxurci; is synonymous with "ephebos" to specify , in a legal sense, the group of new
citizens taking the oath to observe the agreement with Khairephanes (IG XII 9, 191 58 ). There are other
inscriptional references to Pyrrhic dancing from Eretria IG XII 9, 191 A58 ; 23645 ; 23722 and also
from Histiaia in the north of the island: IG XII 9, 1190 1 as well as the Herm-inscription described by F.
Cairns, 'A Herm from Histiaia with an Agonistic Epigram of the Fifth Century B.C.', Phoenix 37, 1983,
esp. 34f.: its lexicon includes words associated with Kouretic dancing in other sources; he believes that
the dedication was to Artemis Proseoa of Artemision: S.E.G. XXXIII (1983) item 716. Cf. also L.
Curchin, 'Minoans at Chalcis?', Ouciderni di scoria 9, 1979, 271ff The Pyrrhic was characteristically a
part of festivals to deities of war e.g. Artemis Prosoea; the goddess here had the by-names atcle(hvo.;

iryeotiva, which were also epithets of Artemis worshipped beside Enyalios as a war-goddess at Athens
(R.E. s.v. Artemis, 1349). The warlike aspect of the cult of Amarysia at Eretria is well-known from its
military procession: F. Bornman, Hymnus in Dianam, Firenze 1968, 90: ". . le Amarinzie sono feste in
onore di Artemide guerriera." The Pyrrhic, as a dance of the Kouretes, was also part of initiation and
new-year rites: the Artemiria was celebrated in Anthesterion (March, as was the Athenian Xirreui also a
chthonic rite: R. Hamilton Choes and Anthesteria. Athenian Iconography and Ritual, Ann Arbor,
1992) when the earth emerges from its winter sleep. Wallace locates a deme Xirr. on the Karystian
border; cf. also supra, I n. 4. For the Artemiria: K. Walker, The Cult of Artemis Amarysia at Eretria,
Seminar paper, Dept of Classics/Ancient History, U.N.E., 1995. For the vocabulary: E. K. Borthwick,
'P.Oxy. 2738: Athena and the Pyrrhic Dance', Hermes 98, 1970, 234ff For the description of the dance,
insofar as it can be reconstructed: W. E. D. Downes, 'The Offensive Weapon in the Pyrrhic', C.R. 18,
1904, 101ff The Pyrrhic at the Artemiria: D. Stavropoulos, ''Eorrouxii Max-ripata', A.E. 1895, 156.
16 Strabon, 10, 3, 19 C472. K. Kourouniotis, rEanyeactui X(tkxi,bo; Toureiac', A.E. 1899, 143:
"horos" (dedication?) to Kourotrophoi from Eretria: IG XII 9, 269: ikeO y Kopeo-toOctxtiv; supra n. 9.
Perhaps it refers to Apollon, Artemis (Eileithyia) and Leto, but Kourouniotis wonders whether it may
rather indicate the worship in Eretria of the Kouretes, "xaf in,. -oxiiv" the Kourotrophoi of Zeus. Cf. also
J. E. Harrison, 'The Kouretes and Zeus Kouros: a Study in Pre-historic Sociology', B.S.A. 15, 1908/9,
312ff.; T. Hadzisteliou-Price, KOUROTROPHOS: Cults and Representations of the Greek Nursing
Deities, Leiden, 1978: Pt i, ch. 5 (Male Kourotrophoi-Kourophoroi types); Pt. ii, chs 12; 13 (Boiotia;
Euboia); Pt iv, ch. 20 (Cult); this study doesn't deal closely with Kouretes themselves, but the general
idea of kourotrophoi.
17 Contra H.-J. Gehrke. 'Eretria und sein Territorium', Koreas 11, 1988, 21, I believe that (1)vkaxii is
certainly a toponym: see Appendix 5, and my draft paper on demes. If (IviiXuxii is a district name, it must
belong to Wallace's no. IV, which in fact is the most S.E. of the "original" three of the Eretrids, where
the ancient cult of Zeus was most evident from later inscriptions. Districts: VIII 227ff

Fig. 27: The Kouretic hairstyle, the Comae abanticaeor Mese&
(a) Detail from a vase-painting from Mouliana, Kretc.

(b) Detail from a Kypriot Geometric cla). tripod.
(from . S. Marinatos. 'Haar und lieltrachf. Arch. (lorn]. 1967.1316)
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the years, as the legend grew of their prowess in battle, the hairstyle became

particularly associated with, and a symbol of the Euboian warrior, a kind of badge of

courage. 18 Kouretes were also associated with this hair-style in Aitolia l9 and some

other centres of Sub-Mycenaean culture: Athenai, Krete and Kypros. 20 They were

thus perceived both as nurturers and killers as an Orphic Hymn makes clear.21

Initiation rituals involving hair-cutting and Pyrrhic dancing were an important part of

the later cult of Artemis the great goddess of Eretria par excellence in her guise of

Poinia Theron (IIO-rvia &w an/ - Mistress of Wild Things) and patroness of the ancient

clan totems and later, of the Polis. 22 The Kouretes were also associated with the

18 As a symbol of bravery: Eustath. ad Horn. pertin. 282, 8ff. (on I. 542): TR/kaki Aiyomt, OIL
iN.ov xottQac Eifioett yv -as.)(ictOtio.g i.xu.tv -c(.1; Ontotkv xOttac av6t2t..itxg xaQtv. On the "Euboian /Abantic"
hair-style: ibid. 282, 9. Cf. A. Mastrocinque, 'La "Kour y„ degli Eubei e la Guerra lelantea', Athenaeum
58, 1980, 460ff.; S. Marinatos, 'Haar and Barttracht', Arch. Horn. I B, Gottingen, 1967, 15; A. Brelich,
Guerre, Agone e Culti nella Grecia arcaica, Antiquitas, Reihe 1, Abhandlungen zur alten Geschichte,
Bd. 7, Bonn, 1961, 9f. Infra 34.; 43ff : they were associated with the Abantes (and even the Ellopieis:
Nonnos, Diottys. 13, 166). Dr Parker suggests that it was probably more a symbol of belonging to a
tribe, and that anthropological parallels for a hairstyle or other physical and external badges of tribal
identity are legion. But its adoption was wider-spread than just Euboia, and then there is the explicit
statement of Eustathios (supra), probably deriving from Arkhimakhos of Euboia, to be considered; cf.
H. Erbse, Scholia Graeca in Homeri lliadem, I, Berlin, 1969, 302 (on 1. 542).
19 The name Akarnania is supposed to have originated to differentiate its inhabitants from the Aitolian
Kouretes. Strabon, 10, 3, 6 C465 (quoted supra n. 8).
20 A. Mele, 'I caratteri della societ y eretriese arcaica', Contribution a l'Etude de la society el de la
colonisation eubeenne, Cahiers du Centre Jean Berard, II, Naples, 1975, 19ff. The "Theseus" was
associated with Theseus at Athenai: Plout. lhes. 5. Theseus reputedly introduced it to Delphoi as a
ritual of the ending of adolescence; the Abantes adopted it because of their practice of fighting close-up.
Elephenor of Euboia, the Abantic leader, was a contemporary and associate of Theseus: Plout. Thes.
35. Paus. 1, 17, 6 says that Theseus sent his children to Elephenor for safety, and he adds they later
accompanied Elephenor to Troy before returning to claim their inheritance after the death of
Menestheus: Stemma 1. Theseus also went to Skyros, a colony of Khalkis: Ps.-Skymn. 184ff.
(Established by Abantes en route to Ilion? KW.)
21 Te(Xlit:C Tr	 yin' Okafiet:c (0.H. 38, 14).
22 There is an interesting Hellenistic document dealing with initiation before Artemis, by Theodoridas,
referring to Amarynthian nymphs:

To the Amarynthian nymphs Kharixenos dedicated this shorn hair
Along with a beautiful cicada-shaped hair -pin
All purified with holy water, together with an ox.
The boy shines like a star, like a foal that has cast off his coat of down.

kith. gr. 6, 156 (My translation). The symbolism here is totally Hippobotic/Eupatrid; Kharixenos is a
young kalos k'agathos. Initiatory rites at Amarynthos were, by the Hellenistic period, associated with
"the Eretrian aristocracy". Artemis was very much a Kourotrophic deity, often identified with Eileithyia,
not least in Eretria, (IG XII 9, 258; IG X11 Suppl. 559; 572 + 560): D. Knoepfler, 'Dedicaces
eretriennes a Ilithyie', A.K. 33, 1990, 115ff P. Themelis, "EQu-reLaxV, A.E. 1969A, 149 identifies a
Mycenaean (1)-type figurine from Eretria as a "Odav teoweyv" of a type beginning in LH II. For
Eileithyia generally: P. Baur, 'Eileithyia', Philologus Suppl. 8/iii, 1899/1901, 451ff (no mention of
Eretria). On totems: E. Neumann, The Great Mother. An Analysis of the Archetype (tr. R. Manheim),
Bollingen Series 47, Princeton, 1963/1991: "The matriarchal epoch was the source of totenism, . ."
(290); "A relation of participation mystique prevailed between the individual and his group, and
between the group and its environment, particularly the world of plants and animals. The clearest
expression of this situation is totenism: almost everywhere the original group experienced itself as
descended from an animal or plant with which it stood in a relation of kinship." (269); "In the primordial
phase, therefore, the woman always conceived by an extrahuman, transpersonal power. The myths and
fairy-tales of all times and peoples teach us that she was usually impregnated by contact with numinous
animals, e.g. bird and serpent, bull and ram, but also by the eating of fruit, by the wind, the moon,
ancestral spirits, demons, gods, and so on. And the totem was a fecundating spirit of this sort." (270).
Some Eretrian deme-names appear to reveal their original animal or plant totem e.g. Boudiothen (Ox),
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dancing Korybantes23 of Asia Minor (and are thus thought by some to have

originated there 24). But Strabon also says that the Kouretes migrated from Euboia to

Aitolia, travelling via central Greece, while Stephanos Byzantios says that they came

to Euboia with Zeus from Krete, and were left behind as guardians (I?' hylakes)of the

island and the temple of the Mother. 25 Toponymic/cult links between the peoples

who settled in Euboia, Epeiros, Akarnania, Aitolia and Elis are very numerous.26

The Kouretes were also sometimes confused with the Idaioi Daktyloi,27

beings responsible for the arts of civilisation and crafts, especially metalworking, so

Khoireai (Pig - a symbol of fertilit y9 ), Minthountothen (the Mint plant), Aig. (goat?), Karkinousioi
(crab), ek Pla (the plane tree'). Oropos (the Asopos [rhotacised] river) etc. These in some cases also
became epithets of Artemis (e g ltoudaia) or daimones (e.g. Asopos, Minthe etc.); cf also the phyle
Narkittis. Dr Parker has pointed out to me that Greek towns are commonly called after agricultural or
pastoral products. and cites Selinous (for its celery cultivation), Sikyon (cucumbers) and Hyampolis
(pigs) as named after products grow wraised in each. I can find no direct ancient testimony for any of
these which says or implies that the name derives from a product specially cultivated there. This is not
to say that places never recei%ed names from occupations and the like. Dr Parker's example of Halieis
(fishermen), and my own Freida (the rowing-town), indicate that they probably did, though on
reflection, while Strabon 8, 6, 12 C373 does indeed say that the men of Halieis were Xt:y64Evot
0(0„(i-r-rouoyor might l4C not here have a piece of popular etymologising based on the
obvious connection of the town and the sea that Dr Parker suggests for Khalkis and the probable bronze
foundaries there? One other, less obvious, explanation might be that the name derives from Ttl. 'Akttict
(Doric for "1-141-iiti, a festival of the Sun known at Rhodes ((: onlin. adesp. 336, cf. S.I.G. 1067)? Halieis
in the Argolis was also. of course, Dorian in dialect. On the matriarchate: infra 28 and n. 37.
23 Mythical priests of Kybele/Rhea in Phrygia: their rituals included frenzied dancing to drums and
cymbals. They are often associated with Flekate (R.E. s.v.), a deity closely akin/related to Eretrian
Artemis Amarysia. They were identified with the Galli and Sali in Rome (Dion. Hal. Antic'. Rom. 1, 61;
2, 70f; Eustath. ad Hon]. II. pert. 1204; Konon 1)iegeseis 21; Serv. ad •erg. Aen., 8, 285. For the most
extensive treatment of Kouretes, cf. H. Jeanmaire Couroi et Couretes: essai sur l'education .spartiate et
sur les rites d'adolescence clans rantiquite hellenique, Lille/New York, 1938/1975; but see also J. H.
Rose's hostile review in .LH.S. 43. 1939, 2971
24 Jacobsen 1964 (intro./2) 14, 	 s.v. Kureten. Cf. infra II, nn. 62; 981:1; V, n. 17.
25 Strabon, 10, 3, 6 0465: (quoted supra n. 8); Steph. Byz. s.v. Athrit0o; (quoted infra n. 40).
26 For the many Epeirote toponymic links with Euboia: N. G. L. Hammond, 'Prehistoric Epirus and the
Dorian Invasion', B.S.A. 32, 1931/32, 131ff: Ellopieis: 140; Perrhaiboi: 148; Enienes: 1481 (the
Eretrian deme -Evt. ?KW); for the literary evidence for pre-Dorians: 147ff.; idem, Epirus. The
Geography, the Ancient Remains, the History and the "Topography of Epirus and Adjacent Areas,
Oxford, 1967, 371ff., 375; 380; 382; 384f.; 386: "It is beyond doubt that some of these legends
originated at a date much earlier than the classical period." There was very probably an Eretrian deme
called Akheron (though it is doubted by Wallace 1947 [I/53] 144 - 145). A Lelante was wife of
Mynikhos, king of the Molossoi. For lo/Euboia and Ionian Sea: Hes. fr. 47. Dodona: (Pind. H.N. 4, 53).
R. L. Beaumont, 'Greek Influences in the Adriatic', J.H.S. 56, 1936, 169; 197f; 204, etc.; D.
Evangelidis, 01 Aexalot Kchotxot Ti)c- 7-krtiooti xai eiAbt AleArniu.mx, Ioannina, 1962, 18 - 19; 77
identifies the Kouretes with the priests of Dodonaian Zeus, the Selloi (hElloi Selloi: cf. Gk hepta -
septem; huper ---> super, etc. (though this etymology has been disputed). Plin. 4, 1, 2 lists an Epeirote
tribe called the Hellopes. Aiklos (founder of Eretria) and Kothos (Khalkis), half-brothers of Ellops are
said by Strabon (7, 7, 1) to be barbarian names in a context of pre-Hellenic migrations of
Epeirotes/Thessalioi: stemma 3. For Dryopian links with Epeiros/Thessalia and Argolis: infra nn. 73 -
75; of Krete with Euboia: Steph. Byz. s.v. A1.,NrIvoc (quoted infra n. 40).
27 They are credited with the discovery of forging iron in fire. there were originally three: Kelmis,
(Smelter), Damnameneus, (Hammer) and Akmon, (Anvil); but other names, e.g. Herakles, occur; They
are associated with Mt Ida (in Phrygia or Krete) and are also identified with the Kabeiroi of Samothrake
and Boiotia, and with the Telkhines as well as the Kouretes: the locus classicus: Strabon 7, 50 (51),
(Loeb III, 370 - 371) where Kaberoi, Korybantes, Kouretes and Daktyloi are all identified together. Cf.
J. Harrison, Themis. A Study of the Social Origins of Greek Religion, London, 1963, 26 - 27; 62; 107;
370ff (esp. 372): Herakles has been called the first of the Daktyloi(/Kouretes). Diod. 65, 1 has the
Kouretes as sons of the Daktyloi.
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it is not unexpected to find them in central Euboia, as the area has long been

traditionally associated with metalworking and mining. 28 Although much broken, the

hymn dedicated to them 29 found in the temple of Apollon Daphnephoros at Eretria,

mentions two of the three original Daktyloi (Kelmis and Damnameneus) and gives a

genealogy, incorporating an otherwise unknown figure, Eurytheus, who seems to be

an Eretrian culture-hero (similar to the well-known Prometheus), who brought the

various life-skills such as healing, planting etc. to the Eretrids. 30 He is associated

with Apollon, and there is indeed archaeological evidence of metal-working within

the temenos of Apollon Daphnephoros. 3 ' The Kouretes were also credited with giving

husbandry to man: "Curetes primi cultores Cretx esse dicuntur". 32 In the Eretrian

hymn, the Daktyloi are worshipped in conjunction with the (Anatolian) Magna

Mater. 33 Nilsson argues that she represented a plurality of divinities from the

beginning, and that the Minoan Mother, in her various guises, is a syncretistic

equivalent of Artemis, Rhea etc. Since Artemis Amar-ysia was such an important

deity at Eretria, 34 I believe that the Magna Mater is Artemis in Eretria and that

Kouretic males had always been associated with her; indeed, Kouretic ritual, as I

have already noted, was a major feature of the Artemis cult at Eretria as it was also

elsewhere35 . There may have been an oracle of the dead at Amarynthos. Boardman36

28 Strabon, 10, 1, 9 C447 says that there was a mine on the Lelantine Plain producing both iron and
copper in ancient times which by his day was exhausted, but it probably never existed anyway; the fact
that the root )(tax- suggested bronze, and to make bronze swords one needs copper, later writers found
it convenient to postulate copper mines, even though there is (and was) no evidence for them. Khalkis
was traditionally associated in the popular mind with the manufacture of fine swords, its very name was
usually derived from xu.A.x6; (copper): Epaphroditos ap. Steph. Byz. s.v. 'AT,Ornix);': (quoted infra n.
40). Cf. however the situation today: Bakhuizen 1976 (Intro./2) 43 - 77; supplement by R. Kreulin, 'A
Geological Note on the Iron Ores', 53 - 56 and supra. I, n. 49: there is/was no copper near Khalkis. For
other derivations for the name of the city: ibid. 58ff : 'The Etymology of the Name "Chalcis"' and supra
I, 14 and nn. 47 - 49. There is archaeological evidence for metal-working available from Lefkandi and
Eretria, but not (yet) Khalkis.
29 IG XII 9, 259; IG XII Suppl. 184; J. U. Powell/E. A. Barber, New Chapters in the History of Greek
Literature. Recent discoveries in Greek poetry and prose of the . fourth and following centuries, New
York, 1974, 49 - 50; M. L. West, 'The Diktaean Hymn to the Kouros', J.H.S. 85, 1965, 149 - 159: in it,
Zeus is repeatedly invoked as "Me g,iste Koure" and the Kouretes are alluded to in the damaged line 18,
where shields are mentioned. The deity celebrated in it was an annually-dying fertility god, reborn each
year, and ever the young kouros.
3() Ll. 18 - 22. On culture-heros, cf. Harrison 1908/9 (II/16) 27ff
31 IV 79, n. 55; 98.
32 Serv. ad Verg. Aen., 3, 131.
33 For the Idaioi Daktyloi as servants of the Phrygian Magna Mater, Adrasteia: Schol. Ap. Rh. 1, 1126.
On the Magna Mater, cf. E. 0. James, The Cult of the Mother Goddess, London, 1959, ch. V: "Crete
and Greece"; VI: "The Magna Mater"; C. Kerenyi, The Gods of the Greeks, New York, 1960, 84 - 85.
Rhea as Artemis (etc.): P. Streep, Sanctuaries of the Goddess, Boston, 1994.
34 "Die Hauptgottin von Euboa": M. Nilsson, Griechische Feste von religioser 13edeutung, mit
Aufichluss der attischen, Leipzig, 1906/1957, Stuttgart, 238, nn. 23; 25; 26.
35 Paus. 4, 32, 9 explicitly links her with Kouretic rituals in Messenia and Aitolian Kalydon; both had
mythological associations with Eretria.
36 1957 (1/65) 27 and pl. C 12); also Knoepfler 1988 (11/2) 242; cf. infra n. 155. An omphalos from
Amarynthos (similar to that found at Delphi) has been found there, cf. K. Kourouniotis, "Ex Toi,
'Et); - Attuyixic.; 'AirriptOoc l , A.E. 1900, coll. 19 - 21, fig. I.
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refers to a snake-god having being worshipped there; i.e. a symbol of the soul of a

dead man (Boardman) or a chthonic deity.

The Daktyloi/Kouretes, being so closely involved with metallurgy and crafts

as well as with cultivation rather than hunting-gathering, are not likely to have been a

creation of Neolithic peoples. The Eretrian Eurytheus, associated with them, is

related to Olympian Apollon, not to the earlier Artemis Amarysia and, moreover, the

presence of the Kouretes with their "Abantic" hair-style, and the narrating of the birth

and survival of Zeus, belong to a time when a matriarchy gave way to a patriarchally

organised people (the Abantes, infra) who brought with them the sky-gods presided

over by the Olympian Zeus, as opposed to the Kouros. The older religion of the

Mother, and possibly with it a matriarchal social system, may have lasted longer in

the Eretrids than on the Lelantine Plain ? ' from where Apollon migrated to Eretria at

the end of the ninth century to become established as state-god; but the earlier Zeus,

the Megistos Kouros, long remained popular in the south-eastern demes. The Mother-

Goddess as Artemis Amarysia also ultimately re-established herself at Eretria as the

principal popular deity of the polis, although Apollon's was, later, the state cult.

In Euboia these quasi-historical Kouretes were based at "Khalkis", 38 which

might suggest they came via the Euripos from the west. From "Khalkis",

Arkhemakhos of Euboia 39 says, they continually waged war with their neighbours for

control of the Lelantine Plain. Evidence also associates them with Aidepsos in the

north. 40 But are the Kouretes simply legendary fighting-figures, or do they in fact

represent a race of people who inhabited Euboia or part of it in a distant pre-historic

age? Geyer believes they were mythical, Jacobsen that they are "semi-mythical",41

but that they may have been a race, of Anatolian origin, on the island in the Early

Bronze Age,42 who once occupied the whole island before the first Greek-speakers

arrived. However, I believe that their mythological association with metallurgy and

cultivation, and with the introduction of the Olympian pantheon, makes any attempt

to relate them to the pre-Greek population mistaken; they should be identified with

37 For the earlier inhabitants: IV, 73ff.; 104ff. (passim). On matriarchy, Dr Parker observes: 'This is
outdated scholarship; delete. There is no evidence for "Mutterrecht" and "Matriarchat" and other
figments of Bachhofen's imagination in Greece." Cf. J. J. Bachofen, Das Mutterrecht. Eine
lIntersuchung fiber die Qynakokratie der alien Welt Hach ihrer religiOsen ruin rechtlichen Natur,
Stuttgart, 1861 (republished in Gesammelte Werke Vols Il and III) Basel, 1948 (2 vols). This has been
translated by R. Manheim in the Bolinger Series (no. 48), Princeton, 1967 (non vidi). For an
enthusiastic acceptance of Bachofen, cf. Neumann (IU22)1963/1991, 25; for matriarchy in Greece, see
his index entries. I am by no means certain of prehistoric matriarchy in the Eretrids, but I have resisted
the injunction to "delete", leaving this option to the reader. Supra n. 22 for the relationship of
matriarchy and totenism.
38 Infra 40ff for "Khalkis". Does the reference to continuous warfare indicate an insecure hold and
perhaps reflect a later situation?
39 Ap. Strabon, 10, 3, 6 C465: (quoted supra n. 8).
4° Epaphroditos ap. Steph. Byz. s.v.: 	 xcti: Troirrot: xo.Xxev txet ivthiloavto oi: Kofvrrreg or
REVI Ali); il0Ovrt; , ouy cift)kants; ri 	 RA) 	 `Kaciattaurtv act). ou oi VtXxibei;
cirvo*toNoctv .Kukkip.u.xoc 'Exan	 xuiQuooty€k(1)v A siblvtov (100.

41 Jacobsen 1964 (Intro./2) 14.
42 Ibid. 180.
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the historical Abantes. Dr Victor Parker has suggested to me43 that the Kouretes

were a tribe that disappeared, or were absorbed or was dispersed in very early, yet

clearly post-Mycenean times. He observes that references to tribes are very rare in the

Linear B texts, and always concern historical survivals, such as names of specialised

military units, rather than political entities; that inside the Mycenaean cultural orbit

tribes, as actual tribes, did not exist, but that outside this orbit they did, and when the

Mycenaean Kingdoms fell, these tribes migrated slowly from the Northwest into

Thessalia and Boiotia, and thence southward into the Peloponnesos. It thus follows

that references to old tribes that by fully historical times had disappeared, almost

certainly concern tribes that migrated after c.1200.

The pre-Hellenes brought a language (or languages?) whose only trace is a

significant number of toponyms in -ssos and -nthos" (and perhaps also names

ending in -a145, -sios and (perhaps) also those with the medial in -op- 46). Specifically

Eretrian examples include Amarynthos, Narkissos, Dystos, Grynkhai, Ptekhai,

Tamynai and Oropos. 47 But when did these peoples inhabit Euboia? Jacobsen" has

observed that the geographical distribution of these toponyms corresponds well with

the distribution of EH (and even LN ) settlement on the island. Vermeule 49 likewise

favours EH I/11, a period of widespread uniformity of culture: the -nthosl-ssos

language could only "have spread so widely, that is, in a time of diffuse contact, of

international koin0 . 5° Some of them - perhaps the "-ops-" people s ' - were still in

occupation when the first Greek-speakers arrived, in the EH III/beginning of MH

according to this view, bringing widespread disruption here as elsewhere in Greece.52

But dating "the coming of the Greeks" as early as c.2000 - 1900 is increasingly being

challenged. Drews supplies non-specialists with an overview of the scholarship

concerning the controversy in his 1989 survey; 53 he discusses the question using the

(traditional) linguistic evidence and supplementing it with that provided by recent

excavations. He believes that the new evidence points rather to c.1600 (beginning of

43 In a detailed written examiner's report to me following his examination and assessment of my thesis
in late 1987. He believes this to be true also of the Abantes: infra 48, n. 173.
44 Plus a few "natural" features; plants etc. Appendix 6.
45 Appendix 6.
46 Infra 33 for the last two groups, there suggested as "Drvopian". Cf. also Appendix 6.
47 And from outside the Eretrids: Karystos, Kerinthos, Ellopia.
48 Jacobsen 1964 (Intro./2) 194 - 195: the archaeological record from Neolithic to the end of the MH:
ch. III, Neolithic: IV, Early Bronze Age (EH): V, Middle Bronze Age (M1-1). Sackett et al. (II/2);
Leekley/Efstratiou, (11/2); Hope Simpson, (1112).
49 E. Vermeule, Greece in the Bronze Age, Chicago, 1972, 179ff.
50 Ibid. 60.
51 Infra 32ff.
52 Vermeule 1972 (11/49) 60ff Infra n. 71. An "exceedingly tentative reconstruction" offered by Dr
Parker is: EH I & II: The early Helladics are pre-Indo-Europeans; during EH III Indo-Europeans arrive;
MH III to LH 1: the Greek-speaking Indo-Europeans are present by the Shaft Grave period; "Only the
last statement is certain."
53 R. Drews The Coining cif the Greeks. Indo-European Conquests in the Aegean and the Near East,
Princeton, 1989.
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LH 1 54 ). Ceramic from Lefkandi plays a significant role in the argument for the later

date. Rutter, in two articles discussing pottery from Lerna in the Argolis, 55 argues that

Gray-burnished ware, found there in EH III levels, and which also occurs in the

northern Peloponnesos (Elis) and at Lefkandi, 56 is the direct ancestor of Gray

-Minyan,57 i.e. there is no indication of cultural discontinuity, and so Minyan is not

alien fabric: "Rutter goes so far as to say that the EH III Gray-burnished ware 'is

universally recognized to be the ancestor of MEI Gray Minyan.' That is not literally

the case . . but there is no doubt that the old view is on the way out." 58 Rutter

argues that the EH Gray-burnished ware pottery types that he discusses originated in

the east and spread to the west of Greece. He points out that the technology of the fast

wheel came to the Peloponnesos during EH III, but it was in fact used in Euboia in

EH II, and then moved by two routes, to Olympia and the Argolis. 59 This runs counter

to most literary sources, and it is not the general opinion amongst scholars. 6° It is of

course not impossible that there were several movements, in different directions and

at different periods, passing through parts of the western coastal regions of Greece to

or from Euboia,6i and I have already noted mythological connections of the Kouretes

with Euboia and N.W. Greece-, we shall also find substantial Euboian links with Elis

and the Argolis.

2. The Pelasgoi and Leleges: General ancient opinion was that these

peoples were the earliest inhabitants of all Greece. The Pelasgoi are probably to be

identified with the aboriginal people, while the Leleges perhaps came later, both

apparently from Asia Minor via the Kyklades. 62 Their supposed passage to Boiotia

has been traced archaeologically across the Aegean and central Euboia, where

Kykladic influences and artefacts have been found at several LN/EH sites, that at

Mdnika (EH I and [mainly] II) being the most comprehensively excavated. 63 This site

eventually covered 40 ha during EH II and it has been argued that there are signs that,

even at this early period, there was a "bourgeoise" class whose demands for an "aura

artist ique" associated with practical objects as well as their offerings to the gods

m Appendix 3: chronological table 1.

55 J. Rutter, 'A Group of Distinctive Pattern-decorated Early Helladic III Pottery from Lerna and its
Implications', Hesperia 51, 1982, 459 - 488; esp. idem 'Fine Gray-Burnished Pottery of the Early
Helladic III Period: The Ancestry of Gray Minyan', Hesperia 52, 1983, 327 - 355. Lerna: J. L.
Caskey/E. 	 Blackburn, Lerna in the Argo/d. A Short Guide, Cincinnati (Princeton) 1977.
5f, 	 1983 (11/55) 341f.
57 Drews 1989 (11/53) 41f
58 Ibid. 42.
59 Rutter 1983 (11/55) 3471
60 But cf. Strabon 10, 3, 6 C465: (quoted supra n. 8). Supra 29f.
61 Infra 50ff.
62 N. Faraklas, Tkoi TT/  xarotx*runc- rthv Aeiliycov év Bournipt A.A.A. 2, 1969, 96 - 97; cf. supra 26,
nn. 24 - 25; infra nn. 98ff.; V, n. 17.
63 Faraklas 1969 (11/62); Leekley/Efstratiou 1980 (II/2) 68 (Mânika); Jacobsen 1964 (Intro./2) 71 - 73;
160 - 164; passim (MAnika). Excavation reports: D. R. Theokhares, 'Ex Tfg 7te0i0T0elaC 'fic

xai, -a); 	 A.E.M. 6, 1959, 279 - 328; A. Khoremis, A.D. 25, 1971, Xeovtxa, 258ff
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"implique la presence d°artistes de valeur et non de simples artisans". 64 The Kouretes

have been identified by Farakias with the Pelasgoi (andi/or Leleges), 65 and the
presence at Manika of Kykladic objects are suggested as onfflrming their route of

approach. 66 With this identification i do not agree (vide infra).

Fig. 28: Two Euboian LN bowls; Museum of Khalkis.

The Eretriás itself was certainly inhabited in prehistoric times. Recent

discoveries in the Skoteini Cave and its associated settlement near Tharroania in the

Eretrias, show more or less continuous occupation from at least LN to Roman times,

and there are slight indications that it may even go back to Middle Palaeolithic.67

The Tharroinia people apparently practised a nomadic way of life, but they made a

simple pottery, and possibly they were able to use the climate in the cave to store

"perishable" products such as cheese. Other LN rods from within the Eretrias have

been noted at Amarynhos, Kotr®nt. (Lianni Ammo), Mi agoul a (the name means "Tell"

in mod. Greek; and the site was occupied over a very long period), Palaiokastritsa

Avlonariou, Lambousa, Mylaki, Dystos and Nea Stira (Styra). EH sites occur- at

Lefkandi (not strictly in the classical Eretrias), Eretria (on the site of the temple of

Apollon Daphnephoros, Pezonisi and Mágoula, indicating a considerable

concentration of population in this area), Mylaki, Krieza, Amarynthos, Dystos(?) and

Palaiokastritsa Avlonariou. 68 Eretria itself was thus occupied (perhaps extensively in

EH?), from LN onwards, and there are signs of EH consilructions of brick, and a

64 E. Sapouna-Sakellaraki, 'Nouvelles figurines cydadiques et petite glyptique du Bronze Ancien
d'Eubee', A.K. 34, 1991, 3 - 12.
65 Faraklas 1969 (11162) 3 - 4 and n. 11; .1. L. Myres, 'A History of the Pelasgian Theory', J.H.S. 27,
1907, 170 - 225. There is support in the (very contradictory) literary tradition for Anatolian origin of
Kouretes.
66 Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1991 (11/64) 10 ad fun.
67 Supra 20£ and n. 2; A. Sampson, `Late Neolithic Remains at Tharrounia, Euboea: a Model for the
Seasonal Use of Settlements and Caves', B.S.A. 87, 1992, 61 - 101; for his final excavation publication:
idea XJCorav1j i ovwiv TO oYI7Aaw, o oixwuds xae ro VXQoraq o, Athenai, 1993. For the fullest
treatment of Euboian Neolithic/EH settlement: idea, 7iJNmAi 1xr xai , 1 ircAa^cx rr'VE1^! z
Athenai, 1981A (with an English summary). For the discovery of a neolithic axe from the settlement
area of Eretria: Themelis, P.A.A.E. 1983, 134.
68 For a summary of find-periods at these sites: supra a. 2. ©n the EH in Euboea: J. L. Caskey, 'Greece
and the Aegean Islands in the Middle :ronze Age', C.A.H. 113 , i, 1980, ch 4 (a), 122.
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potters kiln,69 suggesting a settled society at this time. But it is unlikely that it will

ever be shown to have been on the same scale as Lefkandi before 800, or of Manika.

THE "HISTORICAL" INHABITANTS

Most specialist scholars 70 think that the earliest Hellenic (by this I mean

Greek-speaking) invaders were the Abantes; I agree. But there is another group of

early peoples who lived in Euboia that we have not yet discussed who should also be

considered to belong amongst the pre-Hellenic inhabitants:71

3. The Dryopes, the Ellopieis and the Perrhaiboi: 

(a) The Dryopes were believed to have originated in the Sperkheios valley in

Thessalia, 72 but they also have Epeirote connections. 73 The ancients considered them

to be "Pelasgoi", i.e. aborigines. Tradition has them driven out by Herakles

(representing the Dorieis) and who then migrated to the Argolis, Euboia and

elsewhere. 74 Schumacher suggests that the Dryopian settlements in the Argolis were

settled from Euboia. This is indeed likely, though the texts he cites nowhere actually

mention Euboia as a starting point. 75 Themelis notes the penetration of new tribes

69 S. Muller, 'Des Neolithiques aux Mycêniens', Dossiers d'archeologie, 94, 1985, 2 - 16 (English
summary, 86); C. Krause, 'Zur stadtebaulichen Entwicklung Eretrias', A.K. 25, 1982, 138, map I;
Themelis 1969A (11/22) 172 - 176 for EH in Eretria.
7() E.g. Geyer 1903 (Intro./3) 36; Jacobsen 1964 (Intro./2) 15; Vedder 1978 (Intro./2) 10.
71 Pre-Hellenic, not pre-I.-E.: vide supra n. 52.
72 Strabon, 9, 5, 10 C434 (who calls Mt Tymphrestos Dryopian, and locates it in Epeiros); Hdt. 1, 56;
8, 31. Dr Parker points to a town in the south of Thessalia called Dry_ opa (Dryope) and notes that "This
suffix -a is in historical times no longer producrive; all place names formed by suffixation of -a are old
(Kréta, Libya from Libyes) and cannot have been invented in later times. This town means that
Dryopians once dwelt in this region; all our sources say they migrated thence."
73	 Schol. ad Lucan. 3, 179f : "Dryopes, gens Epiri."; Plin. 4, I, 2; Dionysios Kalliph(r)ontis,
sAvayeagril i "EXX.ethoc 30 in Muller 1965 (1/2). Croon 1952 (1/4) 51 f.
74 Strabon, 7, 7, 1 C321. Infra n. 196: Oikhalia in the Eretrias is close to those towns with attested
Dryopian associations, and indeed, one tradition makes Dryope daughter of Eurytos of Oikhalia (Ant.
Lib. Metan,. 32. The same writer (4) preserves the story that Melaneus (eponym of Melaneis, an early
name of Eretria itself: infra IV, 77f., nn. 44 - 48) was a son of Dryops. For criticism of the "Pelasgic
theory": Myres, 1907 (11/65) 170 - 225. Steph. Byz. says that Nemea was Dryopian (Meinecke 1958
(I/8) 472: Nemean Zeus). So, was Zeus/Aristaios a Dryopian god par excellence? For Dryopes and the
worship of Apollon: Paus. 4, 34, 10; G Forrest, 'The First Sacred War', B.c.H. 80, 1956, 46. Apollon
and Zeus appear prominent in the south-east of the Eretrias and Karystia (IG XII 9, 53; 54; 58; 59
(Styra) 90 - 95a (Tamynai); Strabo, 10, 1, 6 0446 and Geraistos, son of Zeus, IG XII 9, p. 9 (Karystos)
etc. (infra n. 75). Geraistos: R. W. M. Schumacher, 'Three Related Sanctuaries of Poseidon: Geraistos,
Kalaureia and Tainaron' in N. Marinatos/R. Hagg (edd.) Greek Sanctuaries. New Approaches,
London/New York, 1993, 62 - 87. Dolopes are said to have inhabited Skyros; could this -ups- named
people be related to the Dryopes of southern Euboia - they dwell very close, geographically? Dolopes,
like Dryopes (and Ellopieis), came ultimately from Epeiros (Evangelides 1960 [11/26] 10; 16). For the
Dolopes in Skyros: Diod. 9, 60; Thouk. 1, 98, 2. Jacobsen 1964 (Intro./2) 20, n. 53 for the ancient
references. The Dryopes are associated with Hermione and Asine in Argolis (R.E. s.v. 'Dryopes' 1748 -
50). Note (1): the worship of Poseidon (as Geraistios) at both Karystos and Hermione (Schumacher
1993); Wallace 1947 (1/53) 131 locates the Eretrian deme -Aa. in District I, i.e. on the border with
the Karystia.
75 Schumacher 1993 (11/74) 65; R.E. s.v. Diod. 4, 37, 1 - 2; Hdt. 8, 73; Strabon 8, 6, 13 C373; Nik.
Dam. (Jacoby EGr.H. 90 F 23).
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during the Proto-Helladic (c.2500), a movement which began in the LN and which,

he believes, originated in Asia Minor (Troy IV). 76 Jacobsen 77 however has them

arrive at the end of the Mycenaean period (which would make them Greek-speakers).

In historical times they were remembered as inhabiting only the southern parts of

Euboia, and this is confirmed by the distribution of the -s/os (and, possibly, -op[s]-)

toponyms that we have already mentioned. 78 If their original homeland was

Thessalia, it is likely that they invaded via Cape Kenaion. We must thus presume that

they gradually spread over the whole island till they reached Karystos in the far south,

their most notable settlement in later times. But since they have left little or nothing

in Euboia of their passing that can be distinguished in the archaeological record,79

and few surviving toponyms that can definitely be said to be Dryopian outside the

Karystia and the Eretrias, they must have been driven further and further southwards

by later invaders, who eventually eliminated almost all traces of them north of the

Eretrids. 8() We may note here that an early name for Eretria was Melaneis. Its

eponymous hero was probably Melaneus, concerning whom there is a tradition that

he was a son of Dryops. 8 ' An alternative explanation is to have the Dryopes migrating

from their Thessalian homeland, setting out from the Malian Gulf, travelling via

southern Euboia, on to the Kyklades, and the area around the Argolic Gulf. 82 But

toponyms said to be Dryopian survive even today in the south-eastern Eretrids,

76 1969A (11/22) 175. From Troy: 176.
77 1964 (Intro./2) 240; for him, the Kouretes were pre-Greeks (the "-mhos" people).
78 And -nthos/-ssos names: supra 29. Appendix 6. Evangelides 1960 (II/26) 12 believes that Epeirot
toponyms with -Liar- (e.g. Ellopia, Dryopes, Dolopes and [also in Epeiros] Oropos) are pre-Hellenic;
however cf. Miller, RE s.v. Dryopes: ". . sie (the Dryopes) an Linter den filheren barbarischen
Einwohnern Griechenlands, doch sind sie nach der Endung -oip ohne Zweifel Griechen."; Escher, RE

s.v, Dryops. Note also Tymphrestos in Thessalia. Perhaps the slaying of Narkissos, son of Amarynthos
by his lover Epops (Ellops ?KW) is symbolic of the supplanting of the "-nthos/-ssos people" by the
Dryopes/Ellopieis: Akousilaos ap. Probus ad Verg. eclog. 2, 48: "Narcissus flos Euximades refert, a
Narcisso Amarvnthi, qui fuit Eretrieus ex insula Euboea. Interemptus enim ab Epops (MS. Euppo); ex
cruore fibres, qui nomen eius acceperunt, procreati"; S. Eitrem in R.E., associating this variant with the
Boiotian Narkissos story, makes the slaying the result of a lover's quarrel: "wahrscheinlich von einem
verschmahten Liebhaber getôtet wird." Narkissos was therefore, in this tradition, seen as the son of
Amarynthos, a king of the area; (Etyma Mag. 77, 42: 'All.cieilv(k)c Flat; F(ioixic. 'Qvc"pao-rat, 6 7
'AltaeiwOor fiaotkilic.). For Narkissos the Eretrieus: Strabon 9, 2, 10 C404. Narkissos was closely
linked to Artemis cult: RE s.v. Ellops/Ellopieis: infra 32. Epops has been associated with Eretria: D.
Knoepfler, 104)PYOFEIA note sur acropole d' Eretrie'„4.K. 12, 1969, 83 - 87; He is found also
in the Attike; cf. the Erkhia calendar: S. Dow, 'The Greater Demarkhia of Erkhia', B.C.H . 89, 1965, 180
- 213. On the language question: Appendix 6.
79 For completeness: in the Karystia, and as far north as Eretrian Styra, there are enigmatic structures
known as "Dragon Houses", generally regarded as Hellenistic or later. With one isolated exception, they
are found only here and in Karia. By an interesting argument, J. Carpenter/D. Boyd, 'Dragon Houses:
Euboia, Attika, Karia', 81, 1977, 211ff postulate that Pelasgoi/Leleges/Dryopes, brought in from
Karia as slave-labourers in Hellenistic/Roman times for the marble quarries, re-introduced a Dryopian
architectural type to the Dryopian Karystia!
8t) Does Ellopia constitute an exception? It was an earlier (alternative?) name for Kerinthos; Ellops was
its eponymous foundation hero. Here, -op- and -lithos names are also linked on the same site.
81 Supra, n. 74.
82 This is preferred by Dr Parker: "Carystus was settled by a people surveying the site by sea . . ."
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Dystos and Zarex being the most obvious. 83 There was a king of the Dryopes called

Phylakos, who may be the eponym of the Eretrian district Phylake. 84 The process of

attrition against the Dryopes may have begun with the invasion of the Ellopieis, and

have been completed by the Abantes. 85 Perhaps a consequence was the destruction of

Oikhalia in the Eretrids in LH IIIA, which may explain its absence from the Homeric

catalogue of Euboian cities under Abantic Elephenor. 86 Its name survived however,

as a deme 87 of classical Eretria, though it was not one of the largest of them.

There are five reasons for placing the Dryopes before the Abantes in the

chronological sequence of Euboian peoples:

( 1 ) The ancients themselves thought the Dryopes to be "Pelasgioi", i.e. aboriginal.

(2) Of all the peoples of Euboia, they, alone, are never associated with the

Kouretic/Abantic hair-style; this, I will suggest, came to Euboia along with the

Kouretic mythology, the associated Indo-European Olympian religion, and the

patriarchal social system of the first Greek speakers, whom I identify with the

Abantes.

(3) The presence of the shadowy kouros-consort of the ancient goddess Amarysia at

Amarynthos, Aristaios, is associated with Dryopes (on nearby Keos and elsewhere).

83 Hdt. 1, 146: TCOV 'Aii(IVTEC 	 i:kaxiorn ttoiQa, TOICH. 	 IL T(I	 'Lai)

oirv6((a-roc 	 (not the least part of them [i.e. the Ionians of Asia Minor] are Abantes from
Euboia, who are not even Ionian in name . .); 8, 46: X(xkxt6uic -Ea; 	 'Aotuatoict) FLXOOt MieEXO*V01,

 Tac iTt(i • OfITO1 	 101VEC dot . . . IT'oeh; (xai)	 . . ofrrot. Aeiloatc (the
Khalkideis provided 20 [ships] at Artemision and the Eretreis 7; they are Iones. . . the Styreeis [and]
Kythnioi 	 . are Dryopes); Thouk. 4, 61, 2: To 	 Xakxi,6ix6v 	 1ryyuvui,c1 (. . . and the
Khalkidian [colonists in Sicily] because of their kinship with the lones .. . ); 7, 57, 4: xai, -r(i)v itev
iurrix('xi yv 	 (pOeop ilro-tEkCov Eoureti);51ai Xakxibii; WIL ET14211; Xai, K(iOGT0t, 	 Ei)(3oin; ipav,
ex1r6 	 Vil(10)V 	 TO1TROV ... xai, TO 71 -.41.0TOV 'liOVEC ()VMC 01rt0t, 717e1VTU;C 	 (VT' ' AOTTVULOIV 76.11V
Kaeyo-rixav (oirtot Aeiwrz,;), ilaiptoot. (Those who were subjects and tributaries were the
Eretrieis, Khalkideis, Styreis and Karystioi from Euboia, and from the islands . . . And of these .
almost all were lones and subjects of the Athenaioi, except the Karystioi [who are Dryopes]). Infra nn.
1861 Appendix 6: Styra was thus originally Dryopian (infra 50, n. 187), but no longer so considered
itself later: Paus. 4, 34, 1 1 . Oikhalia is probably another Dryope settlement; there were also places so
named in Thessalia (Strabon 8, 3, 6 C339; 8, 3, 25 C350 etc.; Paus. 4, 2, 3; Steph. Byz. s.v.) and
Trakhis (Strabon 8, 3, 6 C339; 10, 1, 10 C448; Steph. Byz. s.v.) in the general area of the original
homeland of the Dryopes.
84 Appendix 5. Also, vide supra n. 17.
85 Jacobsen 1964 (Intro./2) 225 - 226 (by Abantes); Geyer 1903 (Intro./3) 90 (by Ellopieis).
86 Infra 48fl.
87 On Oikhalia: supra n. 74; infra nn. 165; 196. Wallace 1947 (I/53) 140, nn. 72 - 74: it may have been
located north/west of Avlondri (in District V). J. Konstantinou/J. Travlos, reported by P. Amandry in
'Chronique des Fouilles en 1942', B.C.H. 1942/43, 327: situate it on the east slope of Palaiokastritsa hill
west of Avlondri (giving no reasons for the identification). Oikhalia and the River Nedon were close
together in the Eretrids (both toponyms also occur together in Thessalia and Messenia). Ziebarth (IG
XII 9, 165); Geyer 1903 (Intro./3). Hekataios ap. Paus. 4, 2, 3: 'Exataioc 	 6 Mi.X.fiatogi Exico

	

Tot:TQtxfig 	 tivat Oixakiay.; Steph. Byz. s.v. Ix* • 'gat',	 Ixta Trokixviov
However cf s.v. Oixakia• TrOktc nV "Oinvo; i:v 	 f1Fkaoytx(.1) 'Aeyu, Tama . . oi. 	 vairmeot
TE.Otixaot. air* Steph. Byz. s.v. Linos: makes the legendary minstrel a native of Oikhalia,
though he is alone in this assertion: cf. app. crit. by Meinecke, 488; cf. Diog. Laert. 1, 4: a Theban killed
in Euboia by Apollon; Herakleides (ap. Plout. peri mousikes 1122a): an Euboian. Suidas: a Khalkidian.
Roscher, Lexicon, s.v. Maxim* (3); C. Talamo, Mito di Melaneo: Oichalia e la Protostoria
eretriese', in Contributions a 1' Etude de la Colonisation et la Societe eubeennes. Cahiers du Centre
Jean Berard, N°• 2, Naples, 1975, 27 - 36, n. 161: for the mythology of Oikhalia.
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(4) Both -mhos/-ssos (almost universally acknowledged to be pre-Greek) and -sins

(widely thought to be Dryopian)88 toponyms were already in use for Amarynthos and

Karystos when the Mycenaean Linear B "nodules" from Thebai were inscribed since

they both occur in them. I will discuss these "nodules" during my coverage of the

economic relationship between Abantic Euboia and the Mycenaean palace at

Thebai 89

(5) The story of Epops/Ellops killing Narkissos suggests that the "ops" people
followed the "nthos" group.

(b) The Ellopieis and the Perrhaiboi: The Ellopieis (and Perrhaiboi), who

also probably entered the island via Cape Kenaion, are possibly dialectically

/ethnically related to the Dryopes, and perhaps followed them into Euboia; they are

identified with roughly the same original homelands i.e. Thessalia and Epeiros.9°

They are exclusively identified with the northern parts of Euboia, along with the

Perrhaiboi in the literary tradition, meagre though it is. Their principal towns were

Histiaia and Kerinthos; the latter being at one time called Ellopia after them.91

Whether they spread further to the south and east it is impossible to say with

certainty, although there was also an Eretrian deme called Histiaieis. 92 Geyer thought

that they had overrun Oikhalia in the Eretrids. But the association of Herakles with its

destruction suggests a later people, perhaps the Abantes, and Herakles is indeed

mentioned as one of the Daktyloi 93 whom I have associated with the

Kouretes/Abantes. It is possible that the Ellopieis did come this far, but were driven

back. By whom? It is impossible to say for certain. However, the Dryopes in the

Karystia were apparenly able to hold off even the later Ionian invasion. If Dystos,

Styra and Zarex are Dryopian names, they were certainly regarded as Ionian cities by

the time of Thoukydides, since he specifically names the Styreis as Tones, while the

Karystioi are not. Herodotos is not so sure. 94 If Styra, which is further south than

either Dystos and Zarex was "ionianised", then the latter would have been also.

Wallace located the deme Histiaieis in the vicinity of Zarex, 95 and indeed it cannot

have been too far away since it is attested in (Wallace's) 'District' 11. 96 Where any

defensive line was drawn we again do not know:, the "historical" likelihood is that the

88 Jacobsen 1964 (Intro./2) 20 - 22, nn. 54 - 57 who advises caution.
89 Infra 42ff.
90 There were places called Ellopia in Epeiros, Boiotia and Thessalia: RE s.v. Hellopia. Supra n. 26.
91 Eustath. ad Horn. II. periin. (on 1. 538) 280, 29 - 30: 'H	 Kfutv00;	 JtCY6,,

'EX.Xonta lure -Ekkolro;, tioff TtOovoi).
92 Wallace 1947 (1153) 138: thinks that the Ellopieis didn't come so far south (or even to Khalkis), and
he cannot explain why there was a deme Histiaia in the Eretrids; there was also a homonymous deme in
the Attike. Also cf. supra n. 91. Steph. Byz. s.v. and ToTinta: he acknowledges alternative spellings.
Histiaia could have been a Dryopian name. Supra 22, n. 11.
93 Strabon 10, 3, 22 C473.
94 Texts quoted supra n. 83.
95 Supra for a map of the denies: also Wallace 131. Note Gehrke's (1988 11I/171 20, n. 4) worries
about any attempt to locate the demes with "precision". This is not my intention here.
96 IG XII 9, 24111. 25, 36. and so secure. This district also contains Styra, Zarex and Dystos.
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Ellopieis were stopped by a defence of the narrow neck of Euboia at Styra, which is

less than 6 km wide, or at Zarex, 8 kin at the head of the Gulf of AlmiropotamOs.

This line was similarly exploited in the fourth century by the Athenian general

Phokion. 97 Perhaps the invaders remained here for some time before retreating,

leaving the toponym behind them; this would further support Wallace's location of

the deme. That they preceded the Abantes is suggested by the fact that the latter must

have subsequently conquered and inhabited (or at least gained control of) northern

Euboia, since it was from there, specifically from Histiaia, that they set out to

colonise Khios and the neighbouring coast of Asia Minor. 98 This "expedition"

probably occurred during the early stages of the Greek colonisation of Asia Minor

before the coming of the iones, who in Khios, as in Euboia, followed Aiolic-

speakers. 99 Archaeology confirms the dating from the literary sources, placing the

coming of the iones in Asia in the 11th century, 100 following the fall of the

Mycenaean kingdoms. In Khios, there are pottery finds from EmbOrio showing

affinities with Lefkandi in the LH IIIC phase, and it is very likely that this settlement

was occupied by Euboian Abantes in LH IIIC. I01 A pendent-semicircle skyphos has

been found at EmbOrio (unpublished 102 ) which, if it were taken there by migrating

Abantes, would suggest a date in the late-10th/early-ninth century. 103 It could as

easily be a later import however.

Along with the Ellopieis in northern Euboia, as noted above, are mentioned

the Perrhaiboi. 104 Geyer seems to equate them with the Ellopieis, and says that they

extended their rule as far as Khalkis. They are nowhere associated with the Eretrids.

If we accept that the Dryopes (with the Ellopieis/Perrhaiboi?) were pre-

Greek inhabitants of Euboia, then they were probably the people who inhabited the

97 Plout. Phokion, 13, 4.
98 Ion of Khios ap. Paus. 7, 4, 9: aqixovro xcti, Kaecg i; TrlV yiloov 	 OiNwricovog liaotXtiag
-Afictvitg 	 Oivonitvo; c xcxi 'taw actthoyv ikafiEv flateov 'Aptpixkog t 1v exoxftv, aqixan

`lam* b vA[1.4txXog Tfic xata 11.6VTE1 p.(1 x Athpiov. (Karians too came to the island
[i.e. Khios] in the reign of Oinopion, and Abantes from Euboia. Oinopion and his sons were succeeded
by Amphiklos, who because of an oracle from Delphoi, came from Histiaia in Euboia).; Hdt. 1, 146
(quoted supra n. 83). Steph. Byz. s.v. 13oXion6c, refers to this place as an Aiolian city in Khios; cf.
Strabon, 14, 1, 4 C634. Kyme in Asia Minor may have derived its name and original settlers from Kyme
in Euboia: infra V, n. 17. This is further evidence for Euboian Aioleis in Asia. Cf. supra nn 24f.; 62.
99 C. J. Emlyn-Jones, The Ionians and Hellenism. A Study of the Cultural Achievements- of Early
Greek Inhabitants of Asia Minor, London, 1980, 15.
100 Ibid. 14; G. L. Huxley, The Early Ionians, London, 1966, 23 (c.1100); J. M. Cook, The Greeks in
Ionia and the East, London, 1962, 23 (1000 or slightly earlier). M. B. Sakellariou, La migration
grecque en Ionic, Athenai, 1958, 287 - 288 is more cautious: we don't know when Abantes arrived in
Khios, nor whether they arrived before or after the Ionians. We may note that Kyrnos, a town in the
(Dryopian) Karystia (Hdt. 9, 105) had mythological links with both Khios and Lemnos.
101 M. S. F. Hood, 'Mycenaeans in Chios', in edd. J. Boardman/C. E. Vaphopoulou-Richardson,
CHIOS: a Conference at the Homereion in Chios, 1984, Oxford, 1986, 179 - 180; note the statement
by Hood quoted by Desborough in C.A.H. 3 11, pt. 2b Cambridge, 1980, 663 ad fin.
102 R. Desborough, Proiogeometric Pottery, Oxford, 1952, 180 - 194; Boardman 1957 (1/65) 9.
103 R. Kearsley, 'The Pendent Semi-circle Skyphos', 	 Suppl. 44, 1989, 133; prob. Type 2: 137.
104 Strabon, 9, 5, 12 C434; 9, 5, 17 C437; 9, 5, 22 C442; Plin. 4, 2. They inhabited Thesprotia:
Evangelides 1962 (1126) 17, 45, 47, 61, 77.
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Skoteini Cave in the Eretrias from LNI to EH, and so predate the Kouretic/Abantic

tradition. We should perhaps identify the Dryopes with the Pelasgioi, and the (slightly

later?) Ellopieis and Perrhaiboi with the Leleges.

I believe the first group of Greek speaking invaders were:

4. The Abantes: who gave the name Abantis to the island, long used,

especially by poets. They are the ruling people in Homeros' Iliad105:

"Men of Euboia, then, the Abantes

breathing fury, who held Khalkis, Eretria.

and Histiaia, of the laden vines, and

Kerinthos-on-the-sea, the crag of Dion,

those of Karystos, those of Styra - all

who had as leader Elephenor Khalkodontiades,

descendant of Ares, chief of the great-hearted Abantes.

And with him there followed the swift Abantes,

with their hair long at the back, spearmen

ravenous, with outstretched ash-wood spears,

to pierce the breast-corselets of their enemies.

And with him there followed forty black ships.

The characteristic feature of their appearance, "inherited" from the Kouretes,

is long, back-flowing hair that, as I have already noted, became the visible symbol of

all subsequent warriors of Euboia down to the archaic Age. In Homeros, the whole

island, from (the still Dryopian) Karystos in the south to Histiaia in the north, is

united under the hegemony of the Abantes. He himself does not call their leader,

Elephenor, hasileus or (w)anax, but rather hegemon and arkhOs, although

Ploutarkhos l06 calls his father Khalkodon basileus. 107 But if Elephenor (or

1()5 Horn. Il. 2, 536 - 549. H. L. Lorimer, 'The Hoplite Phalanx with special reference to Archilochus
and Tyrtaeus', B.S.A. 42, 1947, 114; (esp.) 121: she holds the passage to be a later interpolation,
reflectinu, adoption of hoplite tactics. Mele 1975 (11/20) 19: Elephenor was not a hoplite.
106 Era!. dieges. (Mor.774c): Khalkodon as fiaatXia. -rtiry 	Amphiktyon';k(1.0t;i,c
Rntiala)v (-)afixt-ro MVIV Xakxusvi,oiy imvieouc TO'V hctop.6v, Xca.xthtiov-tri Te)v
fianiVu iury Eilliohory O...nox-ruivu.; (Amphiktyon came to the city of the Thebans and, finding them
tributaries of the Khalkidians, freed them from the tribute by killing Khalkodon, king of the Euboians).
Is this just another case of a later writer confusing the archaic 'basileus', or district lord, with its later
Hellenistic/Roman meaning of "king"? Both the archaic Amphidamas of Khalkis and the Emperor
Hadrian, to whom IIEQ1, Ojtivor xa1 -Houitxnr yi:vou; c'tyCovo; airtdry is dedicated, are
described as "basileus" in almost sequential passages: H. G. Evelyn-White, Hesiod, the Homeric Hymns
and Homerica, (Loeb), Cambridge Mass./London, 1926, 566 - 597. The same story is found in Dion
Khrysostomos' Second Dialogue on Kingship, delivered before Trajan in A.D. 104, so they possibly
derive from a single Hellenistic original. Dion alludes to anti-Euboian bias in Homeros, attributed to his
defeat by Hesiodos in the Euboian contest: J. W. Cahoon (ed./tr.) Dio Chrysostom, (Loeb I),
Cambridge Mass./London, 1949, 56ff. R. Drews, Basikus. The Evidence of Kingship in Geometric
Greece, New Haven, 1983, 94 - 95: discusses Eretria and Khalkis but makes no mention of Khalkodon
or his son; are they too early (i.e. Mycenaean ?KW) for his survey?. Sophokles mentions Elephenor in a


